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(54) SEAT

(57) A seat (1) includes a seat cushion (2); a seat
back (3) divided into an upper seat back (4) and a lower
seat back (5), the upper seat back (4) and the lower seat
back (5) being connected in way that their respective
angles can be adjusted; recliner drive means (7) capable
of varying a reclining angle which is an angle of the lower

seat back (5) to the seat cushion (2); middle bend drive
means (10) capable of varying a middle bend angle which
is an angle of the upper seat back (4) to the lower seat
back (5); and a control part (13) configured to perform
interlock control for interlocking the reclining angle and
the middle bend angle on the basis of a predetermined
interlock function.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a seat in which
an upper seat back and a lower seat back are connected
together in a way that their respective angles can be ad-
justed.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Patent Literature 1, for example, has proposed
a vehicle seat having a middle bend structure in which a
seat back is divided into upper and lower halves. This
type of vehicle seats includes one which has a motor
configured to recline the lower seat back and a motor
configured to bend the upper seat back at its middle, and
which enables the lower seat back and the upper seat
back to be inclined by use of the respective motors.

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0003] Patent Literature 1: Registered Japanese Utility
Model No. 2579110

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0004] The foregoing seat structure, however, requires
a user to adjust the inclinations of the lower and upper
seat backs by driving the lower and upper seat backs
independently of each other through the user’s switch
manipulation. This increases the degree of freedom of
adjustment, and makes the manipulation complicated. In
addition, the structure like this makes it difficult to adjust
the seat suitably for the occupant, because the inclina-
tions of the upper and lower seat backs are adjusted by
driving the upper and lower seat backs independently of
each other through the user’s switch manipulation.
[0005] The present invention has been made to solve
the foregoing problem. An object of the present invention
is to provide a vehicle seat which enables the reclining
angle of the lower seat back and the middle bend angle
of the upper seat back to be easily adjusted to the re-
spective angles suitable for the occupant without requir-
ing the reclining angle and the middle bend angle to be
adjusted independently of each other.
[0006] Specifically, the present invention provides a
seat which includes a seat cushion, and a seat back di-
vided into an upper seat back and a lower seat back, the
upper seat back and the lower seat back being connected
in a way that their respective angles can be adjusted.
The seat also includes recliner drive means capable of
varying a reclining angle which is an angle of the lower
seat back to the seat cushion, and middle bend drive
means capable of varying a middle bend angle which is
an angle of the upper seat back to the lower seat back.

The seat further includes a control part configured to per-
form interlock control for interlocking the reclining angle
and the middle bend angle on the basis of a predeter-
mined interlock function.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0007]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a seat according
to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a drive control
device for the seat according to the exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating how drive con-
trol is performed on the seat according to the exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating an operational
pattern which is followed when coordinates corre-
sponding to detected reclining and middle bend an-
gles are on a straight line representing an interlock
function.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating how a seat
angle varies when the reclining angle is changed and
the middle bend angle is changed by following the
change in the reclining angle.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating how an oper-
ation is performed to incline the lower seat back
backward when interlock control is started in a case
where an angle determined by the interlock function
on the basis of one of the reclining and middle bend
angles is not equal to the other of the reclining and
middle bend angles.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating how an oper-
ation is performed to incline the lower seat back for-
ward when the interlock control is started in the case
where the angle determined by the interlock function
on the basis of one of the reclining and middle bend
angles is not equal to the other of the reclining and
middle bend angles.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0008] Using an example where a seat of the present
invention is applied as a vehicle seat, a concrete embod-
iment of the present invention will be described in detail
below by referring to the drawings. Dimensional ratios in
the drawings may be exaggerated for the sake of explan-
atory convenience, and may be different from the actual
ratios.
[0009] As shown in a perspective view of Fig. 1, a seat
1 according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention includes a seat cushion 2 and a seat back 3.
The seat back 3 is divided into an upper seat back 4 and
a lower seat back 5. This seat further includes a reclining
mechanism capable of varying a reclining angle, and a
middle bend mechanism capable of varying a middle
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bend angle. In this respect, the reclining angle is an angle
of the lower seat back 5 to the seat cushion 2. In addition,
the middle bend angle is an angle of the upper seat back
4 to the lower seat back 5. Incidentally, a headrest 6 is
attached to the upper seat back 4.
[0010] Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a drive control
device configured to adjust the reclining angle and the
middle bend angle. The drive control device includes the
reclining mechanism, the middle bend mechanism and
a seat drive judgment part 13. In this respect, the reclining
mechanism includes recliner drive means 7, a reclined
state detector 8 and a reclining switch 9. In addition, the
middle bend mechanism includes middle bend drive
means 10, a middle bend state detector 11 and a middle
bend switch 12.
[0011] The recliner drive means 7 is capable of varying
the reclining angle by inclining the lower seat back 5 for-
ward or backward through the driving of a reclining motor.
The reclined state detector 8 is formed from a reclining
sensor configured to detect the reclining angle.
[0012] The middle bend drive means 10 is capable of
varying the middle bend angle by inclining the upper seat
back 4 forward or backward through the driving of a mid-
dle bend motor. The middle bend state detector 11 is
formed from a middle bend sensor configured to detect
the middle bend angle.
[0013] The seat drive judgment part 13 functions as a
control part configured to perform interlock control for
interlocking the detected reclining and middle bend an-
gles on the basis of a predetermined interlock function.
Incidentally, the interlock function, which will be de-
scribed in detail later, is a function concerning the reclin-
ing and middle bend angles.
[0014] Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating how drive control
is performed on the seat according to the exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention. The flowchart starts
with the turning on of an ignition key of an engine. In a
process in step S1, the reclined state detector 8 detects
the relined state, while the middle bend state detector 11
detects the middle bend state.
[0015] In a process in step S2, the seat drive judgment
part 13 detects whether or not the middle bend switch 12
has been driven (pressed). If the middle bend switch 12
has been driven (YES), the seat drive judgment part 13
drives the middle bend drive means 10 in a process in
step S3.
[0016] If the middle bend switch 12 has not been driven
(NO), the seat drive judgment part 13 detects, in a proc-
ess in step S4, whether or not the reclining switch 9 has
been driven (pressed). If the reclining switch 9 has been
driven (YES), the seat drive judgment part 13 issues in-
structions to the reclined state detector 8 and the middle
bend state detector 11, respectively, in a process in step
S5. Thereby, the reclined state detector 8 and the middle
bend state detector 11 detect the reclined state and the
middle bend state, respectively.
[0017] Specifically, in a process in step S6, the reclin-
ing sensor (the reclined state detector 8) detects the cur-

rent rotational angle of the reclining motor (the recliner
drive means 7), and the seat drive judgment part 13 cal-
culates the angle of the reclining motor. Similarly, in the
process in step S6, the middle bend sensor (the middle
bend state detector 11) detects the current rotational an-
gle of the middle bend motor (the middle bend drive
means 10), and the seat drive judgment part 13 calcu-
lates the angle of the middle bend motor.
[0018] In a process in step S7, a judgment is made on
the drive states of the reclining motor and the middle
bend motor. It is assumed that a relationship between
the reclining angle and the middle bend angle which is
predetermined by the interlock function is one in which
the middle bend angle and the reclining angle are equal
to each other. This is represented by the straight line X
in Fig. 4. It is a matter of course that the interlock function
of the present invention is not limited to a linear function
and can be represented by a straight line or a curve. First
of all, it is assumed that the coordinates corresponding
to the reclining angle and the middle bend angle which
are detected respectively by the reclined state detector
8 and the middle bend state detector 11 are on the straight
line X representing the above-described interlock func-
tion. In this case, as shown in Fig. 4, the reclining motor
and the middle bend motor are driven such that the co-
ordinates corresponding to the reclining angle and the
middle bend angle can move along the straight line X
representing the interlock function. During this move-
ment, the two motors are driven in accordance with a
switch manipulation direction (a forward inclination direc-
tion or a backward inclination direction) of the reclining
switch 9 while constantly detecting the angles.
[0019] Once the reclining switch 9 is manipulated such
that the lower seat back 5 inclines forward, the lower seat
back 5 inclines forward, for example, from a state "A"
indicated with a solid line to a state "B" indicated with a
dotted line in Fig. 5. With this forward inclination, proc-
esses in steps S8 and S9 are performed and the upper
seat back 4 inclines backward. As a result, the seat back
as a whole moves in an opening direction. On the other
hand, once the reclining switch 9 is manipulated such
that the lower seat back 5 inclines backward, the lower
seat back 5 inclines backward from the state "A" indicated
with the solid line to a state "C" indicated with a chain
dashed line or a state "D" indicated with a chain double-
dashed line in Fig. 5. With the backward inclination, the
processes in steps S8 and S9, are performed and the
upper seat back 4 inclines forward. As a result, the seat
back as a whole moves in a closing direction.
[0020] The operation mechanism like this enables the
two sections, namely the upper seat back 4 and the lower
seat back 5, to be automatically adjusted in terms of their
angles when the occupant manipulates only the reclining
switch 9 in the process in step S4. In addition, since the
predetermined interlock function shown in Fig. 4 is set to
a comfortable middle bend angle for each reclining angle,
the seat back is capable of taking on a comfortable shape
for any reclining angle.
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[0021] Thereafter, in a process in step S10, it is judged
that the coordinates corresponding to the reclining angle
and the middle bend angle reach their desired values,
when the coordinates lie on the straight line X represent-
ing the interlock function as a result of the drive control.
Then, the flowchart in Fig. 3 is ended. If neither the re-
clining angle nor the middle bend angle reaches its de-
sired value, in other words, if the coordinates are not on
the straight line X representing the interlock function, the
flowchart returns to the process in step S5.
[0022] In the foregoing flowchart, if the coordinates cor-
responding to the detected reclining and middle bend
angles are not on the straight line X representing the
interlock function, the control is performed in a way that
the control to be performed when the manipulation direc-
tion of the reclining switch is a backward inclination di-
rection and the control to be performed when the manip-
ulation direction thereof is a forward inclination direction
are different from each other.
[0023] First of all, referring to Fig. 6, descriptions will
be provided for how the control is performed when the
manipulation direction of the reclining switch is the back-
ward inclination direction. It is assumed that a detected
current middle bend angle "E" is larger than a middle
bend angle which is determined by the interlock function
on the basis of a current reclining angle. In this case, the
lower seat back 5 is inclined backward until the current
reclining angle becomes equal to a reclining angle which
is determined by the interlock function on the basis of the
middle bend angle "E". Thereafter, once the current re-
clining angle becomes equal to the determined reclining
angle, the drive control is performed in accordance with
the straight line X representing the interlock function in
a way that the control corresponds to an operation indi-
cated with a line YE in Fig. 6.
[0024] On the other hand, it is assumed that a detected
current middle bend angle "F" is smaller than a middle
bend angle which is determined by the interlock function
on the basis of a current reclining angle. In this case, the
upper seat back 4 is inclined forward until the current
middle bend angle "F" becomes equal to the middle bend
angle which is determined by the interlock function on
the basis of the detected current reclining angle. There-
after, once the current middle bend angle "F" becomes
equal to the determined middle bend angle, the drive
control is performed in accordance with the straight line
X representing the interlock function in a way that the
control corresponds to an operation indicated with a line
YF in Fig. 6.
[0025] The foregoing operations avoid unnecessary
drive in the forward inclination direction during the reclin-
ing movement when the occupant manipulates the re-
clining switch in the backward inclination direction. Con-
sequently, the backward inclination can be achieved
without giving a feeling of discomfort, and a comfortable
seat back shape can be obtained.
[0026] Next, referring to Fig. 7, descriptions will be pro-
vided for how the control is performed when the manip-

ulation direction of the reclining switch is the forward in-
clination direction. It is assumed that a detected current
middle bend angle "G" is larger than a middle bend angle
which is determined by the interlock function on the basis
of a current reclining angle. In this case, the upper seat
back 4 is inclined backward to a position which makes
the current middle bend angle "G" equal to the middle
bend angle which is determined by the interlock function
on basis of the current reclining angle. Thereafter, once
the current middle bend angle "G" becomes equal to the
determined middle bend angle, the drive control is per-
formed in accordance with the straight line X representing
the interlock function in a way that the control corre-
sponds to an operation indicated with a line YG in Fig. 7.
[0027] On the other hand, it is assumed that a detected
current middle bend angle "H" is smaller than a middle
bend angle which is determined by the interlock function
on the basis of a current reclining angle. In this case, the
lower seat back 5 is inclined forward to a position which
makes the current reclining angle equal to a reclining
angle which is determined by the interlock function on
the basis of the middle bend angle "H". Thereafter, once
the current reclining angle becomes equal to the deter-
mined reclining angle, the drive control is performed in
accordance with the straight line X representing the in-
terlock function in a way that the control corresponds to
an operation indicated with a line YH in Fig. 7.
[0028] The foregoing operations avoid unnecessary
drive in the backward inclination direction during the re-
clining movement, when the occupant manipulates the
reclining switch in the forward inclination direction. Con-
sequently, the forward inclination can be achieved with-
out giving a feeling of discomfort, and a comfortable seat
back shape can be obtained.
[0029] It should be noted that the control for the reclin-
ing angle and the middle bend angle to reach their desired
angles is usual feedback control on the basis of the val-
ues of the motors detected by the sensors and their de-
sired angles, respectively.
[0030] The vehicle seat to which the seat of the present
invention is applied as described above can obtain the
following effects.

(1) The interlock control is performed to interlock the
reclining angle and the middle bend angle on the
basis of the predetermined interlock function. This
makes it possible to provide the seat shape comfort-
able to the occupant with the simple manipulation
without requiring the reclining angle of the lower seat
back 5 and the middle bend angle of the upper seat
back 4 to be adjusted individually or independently.
(2) In addition to the interlock control for interlock the
reclining angle and the middle bend angle as shown
in the flowchart of Fig. 3, the middle bend angle of
the upper seat back 4 can be controlled independ-
ently of the reclining angle of the lower seat back 5
in the process in step S2. This makes it possible to
set the upper seat back 4 into a middle bend position
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which the occupant desires.
(3) As the result of adjusting the middle bend angle
of the upper seat back 4 independently, the following
situation is anticipated. Specifically, it is anticipated
that the interlock control is started when a second
angle determined by the predetermined interlock
function on the basis of a first angle, which is one of
the reclining angle and the middle bend angle, is not
equal to a third angle which is the other of the reclin-
ing angle and the middle bend angle. In this case,
either the recliner drive means 7 or the middle bend
drive means 10 is operated independently, as well
as the third angle and the second angle are thus
made equal to each other. Thereafter, once the third
angle and the second angle become equal to each
other, the control is performed to operate the recliner
drive means 7 and the middle bend drive means 10
in accordance with the interlock function in an inter-
locked manner. Specifically, the operations in steps
S5 to S10 and the operations in Figs. 6 and 7 are
performed. For this reason, the recliner drive means
and the middle bend drive means can be interlocked
without giving a feeling of discomfort in the drive di-
rection for the occupant to recline.
(4) In the control for matching the drive with the in-
terlock function, as to which of the recliner drive
means 7 and the middle bend drive means 10 should
be operated to perform the foregoing independent
operational control is determined depending on the
operation of the seat by the occupant. In other words,
the choice between the recliner drive means 7 and
the middle bend drive means 10 is determined de-
pending on the drive direction in which the occupant
inclines the lower seat back 5 forward or backward.
On the basis of this determination, the operations in
steps S5 to S10 as well as the operations in Figs. 6
and 7 are carried out. For this reason, the reclining
and the middle bend can be interlocked without giv-
ing a feeling of discomfort in the drive direction for
the occupant to recline.

[0031] All the contents of Japanese Patent Application
No. 2011-112206 (filed on May 19, 2011) are cited herein.
[0032] Although the foregoing descriptions have been
provided for the contents of the present invention on the
basis of the embodiment and the examples, it is obvious
to those skilled in the art that: the present invention is not
limited to the descriptions and various changes and mod-
ifications can be made to the present invention.
[0033] For example, although the interlock function is
a linear function in the foregoing embodiment, it is pos-
sible to perform the same control by using a non-linear
function, and to obtain the same effects from the non-
liner function.
[0034] Furthermore, in the foregoing embodiment,
when the reclining switch is manipulated, both the reclin-
er drive means and the middle bend drive means are
driven while being controlled; and when the middle bend

switch is manipulated, only the middle bend drive means
is driven independently. Instead, the functions of the re-
cliner drive means and the middle bend drive means may
be interchanged in a way that when the middle bend
switch is manipulated, both the recliner drive means and
the middle bend drive means are driven while being con-
trolled. In this case, too, the effects which are the same
as those of the foregoing embodiment can be obtained.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0035] In the vehicle seat of the present invention, the
control part performs the control for interlocking the re-
clining angle of the lower seat back and the middle bend
angle of the upper seat back on the basis of the prede-
termined interlock function. For this reason, the occupant
need not adjust the reclining angle and the middle bend
angle independently of each other. In short, a seat angle
comfortable to the occupant can be easily obtained
through the angle adjustment by the control part.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0036]

1 seat

2 seat cushion

3 seat back

4 upper seat back

5 lower seat back

7 recliner drive mean

8 reclined state detector

9 reclining switch

10 middle bend drive means

11 middle bend state detector

12 middle bend switch

13 seat drive judgment part (control part)

Claims

1. A seat comprising:

a seat cushion;
a seat back divided into an upper seat back and
a lower seat back, the upper seat back and the
lower seat back being connected in a way that
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their respective angles can be adjusted;
recliner drive means capable of varying a reclin-
ing angle which is an angle of the lower seat
back to the seat cushion;
middle bend drive means capable of varying a
middle bend angle which is an angle of the upper
seat back to the lower seat back; and
a control part configured to perform interlock
control for interlocking the reclining angle and
the middle bend angle on the basis of a prede-
termined interlock function.

2. The seat according to claim 1, wherein the control
part is capable of controlling the middle bend angle
independently of the reclining angle, in addition to
performing the interlock control.

3. The seat according to claim 2, wherein
when the interlock control is started in a case where
a second angle determined by the interlock function
on the basis of a first angle, which is one of the re-
clining angle and the middle bend angle, is not equal
to a third angle which is the other of the reclining
angle and the middle bend angle,
the control part performs control for:

(A1) operating one of the recliner drive means
and the middle bend drive means independently
until the third angle becomes equal to the sec-
ond angle; and
(A2) interlocking the recliner drive means and
the middle bend drive means in accordance with
the interlock function once the third angle be-
comes equal to the second angle.

4. The seat according to claim 3, wherein
when the interlock control is started in the case where
the second angle determined by the interlock func-
tion on the basis of the first angle, which is one of
the reclining angle and the middle bend angle, is not
equal to the third angle which is the other of the re-
clining angle and the middle bend angle,
depending on a drive direction in which the lower
seat back is to be inclined forward or backward, the
control part performs control for matching one of the
middle bend angle and the reclining angle with the
interlock function, and then matching the other of the
middle bend angle and the reclining angle with the
interlock function.

9 10 
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